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Luiz Murá's musical journey is driven by a 

constant research on how to identify and 

express all the cultural elements that compose 

his own identity.

“Mestizo” in body and soul, through Luiz's veins 

flows Japanese, Italian, Portuguese and

 Brazilian blood. And he doesn’t stop there, he 

keeps on seeking the deepest and innermost 

seeds of his own roots. When he does that 

through music, he offers us the opportunity to 

experience and enjoy a veritable 'Umami', a 

loanword from the Japanese language that  

expresses the harmonious flavours created 

through the combination of different 

ingredients working perfectly together.

Bossa Nova possesses a great deal of originality 

on its own and Luiz, who's genuinely passionate 

about the style, makes it resonate with 

precision and staying true to its essence. 

However, he can't avoid bringing some precious 

seasonings to the recipe , which inevitably 

accompany us in his journey towards the 

“Origem”.
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Booking:
 +55 1 1999345108

Songs:
Bahia com H
Corcovado

Isso aquí 
Samciume/ ate o sol 

Butterfly
Ventilador
marchinha 

kitaguni 
calabrisela

jao
flor de maracuja

silas.redondo@babelarts.es

www.luizmura.com
P i c  b y  o c j a j d u s z a   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdP5NeNJT_o&feature=youtu.be
https://www.facebook.com/luizmuramusic/?eid=ARBR8RSYPYlqfCB31OPK-OeIMVgx4qbPkD_qXMqxuUxuZGwZZ8IxgYX3nZQSNeR62M5ToC-lEc0NG9KT
https://www.instagram.com/luizmuragram/?hl=es
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdP5NeNJT_o&feature=youtu.be
mailto:silas.redondo@babelarts.es
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Crowd

monitor
guitar 60%

voice 40%
monito

r

voice 80%

guitar 20%

Luiz

(chair)
maximun distance 
from !oor 40 cm
ideal 30 cm

*GUITAR MIC *VOICE MIC

guitar stand 
*for nylon guitar

* if the concert includes a !ight to arrive
at the concert,it must include extra seat
for the guitar.
*no extra backline needed

*VOICE MIC OPTIONS:

- AKG C414
- Sennheiser MD441
- DPA 2028 B-B01
- DPA 4018 V- B01

*GUITAR MIC OPTIONS:

- AKGC414
- DPA 4090
- AKG C451
- RODE NT 55
- DPA 4006A

Stage plan and rider
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